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Professional stations

Self-employed since 08/2018

Management consulting, project management, 
controlling, coaching, interim management.

Business sectors:  IT, Logistics, Energy

Htec GmbH (MAN), producing green hydrogy
from renewable energy

Dataport AöR, Hamburg IT service provider for 
public administration on behalf of the Hamburg 
Senate Chancellery

Nelta GmbH & Co.KG, Hamburg
IT consulting company

Baettr GmbH, Stade (formerly VESTAS)
Wind turbine manufacturing

BLG Logistics Group, Bremen
Internationally oriented seaport and logistics 
service provider for the city of Bremen.

Until 07/2018 

Executive functions (director, division manager, 
head of department) 
in the business sectors logistics, shipping, public 
transport and banking

Consulting focus

Management consulting for development and 
optimization of commercial structures, processes 
and control systems. 

Agile project management.

Consulting and implementation of agile project 
management structures and methods.

Design and development of control systems.

Introduction and adaptation of IT systems and 
applications in the areas of controlling, accounting 
and finance.

Process and change management.

Coaching

Management coaching to optimize leadership and 
coordination skills in their managerial role.

Team building to promote efficiency, performance 
and creativity, as well as measures for motivation, 
satisfaction and confidence of a team. 

Project Topics

Development, introduction and training of database-supported 
controlling systems (DWH architecture) in agile project management. 

Coordination, control and execution of budget, forecast, planning and 
reporting processes. Preparation of business plans, development of 
key performance indicators, Results analysis, cash flow and balance 
sheet planning, cost management. 

Development of customized concepts for strategy, control and 
processes. 

Improvement of process speed and quality in the areas of in the areas 
of controlling, accounting, liquidity and receivables management by 
automating processes (improvement of data quality/data availability), 
optimization of staffing of personnel deployment and improvement of 
control mechanisms. 

Introduction, realignment and further development of cost and 
revenue accounting and revenue accounting, cost center 
management, contribution margin and profit center accounting.

Creation and further development of KPI's and the monthly Financial 
and management reports.

Support in the development of sustainable corporate structures.

Control of monthly and annual financial statements.
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My Motivation

To grasp new tasks and complex contexts quickly 
and to act constructively, pragmatically and 
solution-oriented.

To live transparency, passion and a sense of 
responsibility. 

To use empathy, emotional intelligence and 
humor.

To contribute leadership competencies by 
delegating responsibility, creating freedom and 
developing a positive error culture, but also to 
set priorities and make decisions.

To use skill, cooperation and conflict 
management abilities.

To recognize people's abilities and motives and 
to promote team development through trust, 
appreciation, communication and transparency.

To bring in experiences abroad (USA, Switzerland 
and Luxembourg) and to apply multilingualism 
(fluent English and French) when needed.

Feedback received
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To support companies and projects 
effectively and to develop strategies for 
achieving goals.

To approach challenges pragmatically and to 
transform them systematically and 
efficiently into relevant and user-friendly 
solutions.

To jointly develop and successfully 
implement ideas and concepts in teams and 
agile project structures.
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My Strength

She has a strong will to shape things, is creative, full of 
ideas and acts in an extremely goal-oriented manner. 

She is persuasive and assertive and very confident in 
her appearance.

She grasps comprehensive tasks in a short time, 
develops concepts and designs implementation 
processes.

She understands how to make complex issues 
understandable and how to derive pragmatic solutions 
from them.

She is authentic, straightforward and likeable, has the 
necessary tact in dealing with people and a great sense 
of humor.

She knows how to lead people, motivate them and 
successfully support them in their personal and 
professional development.

She is absolutely  trustworthy. 
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Scanscot Shipping Services (D) GmbH, Hamburg 
Owner-operated ship management company of multi-
purpose vessels

Verkehrsbetriebe Hamburg-Holstein GmbH, Hamburg 
Second-largest local transport company in northern 
Germany

Baettr GmbH (Vestas) 
Wind Turbine  Manufacturing

Dataport Hamburg AöR 
IT service provider for the public administrations of the 
northern German states

Donner & Reuschel AG, 
Hamburg/München
Private Bank

BLG Logistics Group, Bremen 
Internationally oriented seaport and logistics service provider

References

Sovereign Speed GmbH
Transport and air freight service provider, Hamburg

Berenberg Bank, Hamburg 
Private BankNelta GmbH & Co. KG

IT Consulting Company

Energy supplier in the field of innovative hydrogen technology  


